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SC 2613 MILLER, John Goodrum, Sr., 1853-1936

1 folder. 1 items. n.d. Typescript.

SC2012.3.181

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

Bound typescript volume of the “Memoirs of John Goodrum Miller” which details Miller’s relocation to Murray, Kentucky to practice law. Also includes commentary about the history of Kentucky, particularly the Penyrile region. He relates historical events that impacted his life and his opinions on a variety of topics.

1 folder. 1 item. Typescript.

SC2012.3.181

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

American Revolution, 1776-1781 – Comments about
Brown, John, 1800-1859 – Comments about
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Comments about
Jackson, Andrew, 1767-1845 – Comments about
Kentucky – History
Lawyers
Murray – Comments about
Music – Comments about
Native Americans
Politics – Kentucky – 19th Century
Religion – Comments about
Social life and customs
Uncle Tom’s Cabin – Mentioned
Washington, George, 1732-1799 – Mentioned